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The U.S. Department of Education (through SEP and its RFP 82-043
and contract award) charged TADS to provide information services to
assist HCEEP Outreach projects in three primary areas:.

1) to develop and streamline Outreach product development,
packaging, .and distribution capabilities; . \. .:

2) to support Outreach effOrts involving communication
strategies and relationship building with local and state ,,,,

agencies;), , . . / N\
3) to respond, td field-initiated needs or concerns with ideas .

;:it

$ I.i: .that relate to the Outreach mission.
.,';,,,

ACcording to SEP, qnfotmation services will be provided mainly through.
the preparation and distribution of two series papers per year. Ideas for
topics and contributors are most welcome.

* * *

'Principal Investigator: Pascal L. Trohanis
SEP Project Officer: Helene Cdrradino
Publications Coordinator: Daniel Assael
Editor: 4ni Porter
Word Processor: 'Debbie Creamer

This Outreach Series Paper (Number 1) was prepared for Wilt projects of the
Handicapped Children's Early Education Program (HCEEP).. Th terial also
addresses concerns of those in state add other agencies involved in use of
model programs. HCEEP is administered by Special Education Programg (SEP),
U.S. Department of Education.

This paper is published by the fedetally supported Technical Assistance
Development System (TADS), a national support system for SEP and HCEEP. TADS
is.loulted at'500'NCNB Plaza, Chapel Hill, th 'Carolina 27514. Our phone
number is (919) 962-2001. .

This Outreach Series Paper is distributed pursuant to-contract aumber #
300-82-0369 from the U.S. Department of Education. Contractees undertaking
such projects under government sponsorship are encouraged to express-freely1
their juegment in professional and technical matters. Points of view and
'opinions, however, do -not necessarily represent Department of Education
positions or policy. The enclosed contents are presented for information
purposes only; no claim of accuracy is made. Finally, mention of trade names,
commercial products, or organizations does not imply endorsement byte U.S.
gorernment.

September 1984
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INTRODUCTION

You have develOped, implemented; tested and refitted your model for two
or three years. Your staff has grown adept at carrying out model - based'',
procedures and workS efficiently 'to meet the needs of your clients. You may
have presented your prograedesicription at Conferepces or professional
conventions or may have hosted visitors to your program. 'But as your project
moves toward Outreach,'new tasks confront you. How will you train others to
4p what you so successfully have done? How will you transfer the benefits of
your experience to persons.or groups with different experiential backgrounds,
'parent agencies, and clients?

Encapsulating all aspects:of your program for presentation in a two- to
five-day training. workshop is no simple task.. 'Your model probably contains
several special features and takesAl multi.-faceted approach to working with
'different clients. Staff members have assumed a variety of roles and
responsibilities arid have developed strong 'relationships with the other,
agencies that provide services to your families. How will you capture this
complexity 'in a workshop for others who want to acquire the necessary skills
and knowledge to implement your model? This paper will assist you in that
process by presenting information and suggestions to guide you from
conceptualization to.implementation of a training workshop.

o Working with children and parents on a day-to-day basis, and teaching
others how to work with children and parents, are two distinct activities.
Most of'us with model programs have had.ampletraining in how to,work with our
clients. Few. of us, however, are prepared to train our own peers and
Colleagues. Contrary to what.many persons think, the role of an HCEEP Outreach
trainer is actually much closer to the role of a trainer in industry than to
.the role of a university professor or practicum supeivisor. In the role of
professor or supervisor, we might expect tohave our students for an extended
period of time -- i.e., a semester or more -- and to develop a relationship in'
which our evaluations of the students have an impact on 'their progress. As

Outreach trainersw on the other hand, we typically interact with workshop
participants for a shorter period of time usually only 2 to 5 days. -Int
most cases, the participants have completed their professional training; they
are not evaluated with'regard to workshop performance, nor are they graded on
what is taught or presented. Our ongoingcontact with a replicating project

7
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is limited', encompassing at Most only alollow-up visit or two some phone" .

contact, or a newsletter. .

For all these reasons, the training' workshop must be efficiept and
thorough, yet flexible enough to meet the needs of participants with a variety

of program backgrounds. Like most indugtrial trainers, Outreach trainers
attempt to set up model procedures that will produce quality.service, in
local programs. Thus, the Initial training should waste little time;'it
should provide participants with all the information necessary to implement
model components and to'establish procedures for further development and
adaptation to local needs..

The twelve steps below will help guide you in developing your workshop:

1. Identify Model Components ,

2.' Define Model Components
3: Gather Information
4. ...Brainstorm" Training Content

5. Review Training Content

6. Develop Performance Objectives
7. PreparePresentation Outline
8. Select Interet-Elements
9. Carry Out a Needs Assespment

10. Develop an Agenda
tl. Develop an Opening and a Closing

12. Evaluate the Workshop

STEP 1. IDENTIFY COMPONENTS

Your first and perhaps most crucial step is to break your model into .

separate modules or components whose sued equals.the entire model program. The

modules you identify will later become the basic'units of the training
workshop. To identify these components, step back and observe the program in

operation. What happens to a child or family as they enter the program? ,Note
the processes that occur as they move through the program. Do readily

apparent steps emerge? A flow chart of the process may help identify these

steps and their sequence.

Since there are many different types of model programs, it is difficult
to say how components or modules should be organized. In some of the more

typical approaches, components are grouped according to:

Chronology: omponents are organized by sequence; that is, what
happens first, second, third, and so forth, to a family or child
entering the program (e.g., identification, assessment, curriculum
planning, etc..);

o type of activity:" MOules are grouped by the type of process
involved (e.g. intake, service delivery; evaluation, review, program

management,'etc.)4
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o Recipient of service:.. Components are divided to refledt whiih group
or indi4dual receives the principal benefits (e.g., serviceso . '

children, services to parnts, etc.;) and

Type of personnel involved: Modules are def4ned by the category
of personnel who participate (e.g., developmental spedialist,
language pathologist;, outpatient therapist, etc.)

Depending upon-Your program, one of these approachesi should help
you identify your model components. The. coisponent titles that result from_
this process can be used as principal topic headings for your workshop.
(Keep in mind that this initial list will probably be longer than the final
list of components- since unnecessary modules can be dropplOolater.)

STEP 2. DEFINE MODEL COMPONENTS

After your model components have been identifed, you may wish to write a
brief description of each one. Indicate what actually happens during each
program component by describing such things as who does what to whim, when,
and for what purposes. This step not only defines.the procedures used by. your
model, but helps you define the.outcomea or skills expected of those
trained in the model. YOur description of a parent component might read:

1

When a family is referred to or contacts the
program, the parents are interviewed by the
Parent Coordinator. (PC). The PC.Oministers
A family assessment -and works throtIgh a.
goal-setting exercise. During the first
month of contact the PC and the patents
develop a list of service options that may
include home visits, a classroom program,
day care, individual or group counseling,
support'group, or crisis intervention.
Together, they develop an action plan that
identifies respective responsibilities,
services to be delivered, and necessary.
resources. Staff and parents periodically
review the actionplan,14ich is modified
as rieeded. Goal statements are jointly .

reviewed and assessed three times per year..:

STEP 3. ,GATHER INFORMATION

S

The third step is information collection. For each program component you
have identified, build a resource elder that contains pertinent Journal
articleS,chapters from texts, and'any other relevant information, including

.



'descriptions of similar components itn other programs. Neintain.a bibliography

on each component topic.as you build the file; At Will provide you andthe
training Staff with.a valuable resource for years to come.'

By completing this step yqu will: learn what others ttave done in'this

area, make sure your prOcedures are current, and have an opportunity to

compare your program's procedures with those used in other models.' The

information in this file will become especially valuable for trainers as they
work with various adopting, programs and agencies. In addition, it will

provide you and.your trainers with a broader Jbase Olt expertise and with a

better understanding of the alternatives available to adopting agencies)

Information collection can be accqmplished in three to six weeks if you

assign staff members to research And duplicate relevant information pn
specific topicd.. Time should then be set aside for staff to read and discuss

.this information. One projett,,forexample, designated three weeks during
which staff will read and summarize their research.before any.work is done to

develep workshopcontent. Comments received by thfs project long of tier the

process was complete indicated that their research And reading period had

contributed to the overall richness and breadth of the,training program
Since project procedures have already been defined (in steps 1 and 2) this
research effort can focus more directly on the model components. In addition,

some of what staff read and retrieve during this effort will be used later as

supplemental material for .thet training workshop.

STEP 4. "BRAINSTORM" TRAINING CONTENT

-Once you and your staff have completed the research and reacting phase; it

is time to,regroup for brainstorming. The brainstorming sessions' should focus

on the basic question, -What do our trainees need to know to carry out the

activities or procedures in each component?" You and your staff may find it

most effective to have more than one brainstorming session and tackle only

two or three components per session. Transcribe your ideas onto flip charts,

then narrow the possibilities by prioritizing. Use this resulting list as an,_.

initial content outline for each section of the workshop.

STEP 5. REVIEW TRAINING CONTENT

The content of eachcomponent shOuld-be tsviewed carefully by your project

staff and, if possible, by individuals outside the project. A review will

let you:

° narrow the content to include essential elements only,
° make sure the content is relevant to each component heading,

S
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,

° pinpoint and fill in any incomplete information, and
,

verify accuracy of'all'information.

STEP 6. DEVELOP PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Having coppleted the preirious steps, you Are ready to develop a lesson
plan. Performance objectives are the primary elements of yOur lesson plan.

' These objectives,which will later be the basis of your evaluation, should
define your expectations fothe training workshop. They are the goals to
which you should direct your training activities..

Performance objectives should be formulated in a consistent manner. A
:format proven helpful to many programs considers three basic elements:.

1. The Behavior: Describes in measurable, obseryable .terms
what is to be doftei

.

2. The Conditions: Describe the coOtext or circumstances of
the behavior/peiformance; and

3. The Degree of Proficiency: Provides a standard or criterion
against which successful completion of the performance
can be judged.

Examples of performance objectives might include the following:.

o Upoh.completion of the parent involvement component, trainees will
state five of the seven reasons presented for including parents in
periodic service planning sessions..

o In at least two role-playing sessions with fellow trainees, each
'participant will administer the Goal.Setting Scale and prioritize
long -term goals.

o Given the "Parental Concerns Worksheet," trainees will identify at
least two community resources relevant to each area of concern.

Developing good performance objectives during the planning stages will
help you select appropriate workshop activities, allocate time and other
resources properly, and develop meaningful evaluations. In addition,
presenting your trainees with a list of the worICsho0 objectives will give the&
a good preview of what they will be learningand what preparation will be
necessary for the training.

ti
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STEP 7.. GENERATE PRESENTATION OUTLINE.

The outline is the next element you muet 'consider. Begin by.listing the

main points, you intend.tolOcover4 then fill in'the details. Your outline

entries should help partiCipants achieve the performance objectives yOu have

targeted. The preseniationoutlineshould move point-by-point in a logical

sequence that proceeds direCtly from the beginning of the subject matter to

the end. -No More than three or four main points should beintroduced during a

30-minute period. Some of the more common ways of organizing.an oUtlige are

discussed below.

Simple. to. Cojplek. Begin with the elementary and move to the more.
involved. This provides the opportunity for ajeview of any prerequisite
skills that may ,be needed before new material is presented. 'This approach is

especially useful when.working with adults who have had.a long absence'Jrom a

formal academic setting.

General to Specific.. Establish ageneral theme or principle as a

starting point, then move!tospedific examples. This approach, which enhances

-retention by providing a tramework on which to build new information, is

especiallyuseful for theoretical information.

bincrete to.Abstract. Use physical observations and experiences to bold
an understanding of, broader concepts. This approach is useful when presenting

difficult material and may be especially helpful for trainees who are

unfamiliar with some of the material.'
eP

Chronological. 'Organize faMiliar content according to-order

of occurrence. Useful for'conveying cause-and-effect relationshipq,, the

chronological approadh is easy to implement and isoa comfortable method for

Most people.

4, Your choice of apprteach will depend upon the type of material

to b overed, the verall relationship of the components presented in the
workshop, andthe e Ucational and experiential background of the trainees. A

good giideline to f llow: The longdr your tirainees have been away from

formal educational experiences, the more likely it is that you will need the

concrete- to -abs tract qr simple-to-complex approAch-.

The complete outline for eny program.module or component should'include a

beginning, which states the objectives and describes what material will be %
covered; a middle, wiich includes all the material needed to accomplish your

objectives; and anInd, which summarizes and highlights key points of your

presentation. Such an outline reinforces and reiterates your material so

participants may better absorb the subject matter. Many trainers find this old

training adage helpful: "Tell your trainees .what you are going to tell thei --

tell them then tell, them what you told' them." An outline with

a well-defined beginning, miCidle, and end accomplishes this.

a
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STEP 8.. SELECT INTEREST ELEMENTS'

'Once yoU.have-identified your objectives, the pointsyou will cover, and
their sequence, you are ready to .bring the outline,plive. Each main topic' in
'your outline requires some type of verbal, visual, or interactive interest
element to reinforce your message and maintain the attention of your audience

,,

Verbal Interest Elements

Questions, anecdotes, analogies, jokes, and qUotes alloW you to draw upOn
your own experience, using' illustrative material that' reinforces and 'brings
home your credibility as a trainer. In addition,'questions.froi you to .the
trainees let you .gauge their'understanding and allow them tu'demonstrate their
expertise.

There are twd types of questions'-7 closed, requiring one "correc
answer, end open, allowing many possible responses and opinions. The losed
questior6,which should be used sparingly, is a good review method.' 'Direct
closed questions to the entire group so that no one person is' put 'on the spot,
andtveryone can get the benefit of the summary. 'Open questions are the most
productive. Theyoarouse interest, stimulate thinkihg, keep the lesson-on

'track, provide feedback, and help participants apply what is learned to their
particular situations4

When planning 'questions, keep these tips in mind:

° Plan your-questions ahead of time.'

o Keep each question concise, clear, and directed to one topic.
.

° Address a question first to the entire group; then, if you wish,
direct the question to an individual. This keeps everyone
mentally alert. (Don't put people on the spot.)

o Don't interrupt your respondent's answer. Give positive feedback
after the response and, if necessary, restate the main points.

o If you get-no response, restate the qu'estion,bybreaking. it down
into smaller parts. (You may also lead the'Person to the answer
by giving an example or a cholde of possibleigesponses0,

° Once a question is answered, redirect 0 other participants
for additions or modification.

Visual Interest Elements

This category of "attention grabbers" includes handouts, overhead
transparencies, slides, flip charts, motion pictures, filmstrips, and
videotapes.' Visual interest elements are excellent tools for simplifying and
reinforcing your Instructionalmaterials., Whedusing visual aids, make sure
they are:

,

0



planned and prepare/well'in advance, especially if yourfOrmat0.id
sophisticated or comple4'.-:.; .

.--

......

".
t

4. .N0...,...:.:.

0
.

relevant.to your learning ob'jectives;
_. .

. b'
4,

° simple and uncluttered 7..ellminate unnecessary words, highlight
key poipts only; . ..t:

. A
, ' 4

.
, f,

at MO -4 .

reviewed in advance to make surethey are clean,..operative, and
.:q

., ion '''.orrectorder;.ana .

. 0

ed and poiltioned soNthey can be,"easily.seen by\
the persons seated' farthest from them..-- '

Practice using the visual aid ahead of time.. Nothing detracts from a
presentation More than visual aids that don't work, are disorganized, or seem
to overwhelm the presenter.- When you use slidetapes,.films, videOtapesk or
.filinstripg alert participants 06 they know what to watch ter in.advan4.1-,:,Yo0

might provide a note-taking guide to be filled in and used for. discussion
later; you may also stop the presentation at.strategic points for group.
discussion. :Don't become -a Slave to- your visuals.',,Good..audiOvisual.preben
tat ions should useb-no more than one-third of your-total presentation time.

Interactive Interest Elements

Another way to highlight important points is thrOugh intera9tive interest
'elements (also called "experiential learning elements"). These elements rely

on the theory that participles retain more information when they take an

active role in the learning process. To achieve, optimal learning, trainees

should participate in some type of ,interaction or learning activity every_20

to 30 minutes..

Many, methods may be used_to draw participants into the Outreach training'.

experience: Some of these methods are described here.

Field trips -'Plaiped experiences that allow group, Members

firsthand investigation of a site or situation. On-site
Outreach training-Often includea'a fieldftrip to a demonstration
site. .

' 0

'Case study - A brief description that gives reality to an abstract
idea by putting it in the context of a specific or real-Life
situation. Case studies are used to help learners write individual
education plans, analyze family.situations, or plan intervention
strategies.

, ° Buzz jroups - Groups of two to six obt4ned by breaking up the
larger workshop group. Buzz groups may salve problems, brainstorm

4 ideas, or carry Rut an activity. Each grobp may report its
findings, sugfestions, etc., tothe larger group..

,N1
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o Brainstorming r Technique.tq generate ideas or solutions for a,
problem. Participants'usually-contr ute anything that -comes to

Sit'''. mind; judgement or evaluation is su ndekfor the duration of
the session. . ,

.

o Games - Activities that simulaterreil-life situations, add
interest, or reinforce other materials piesented ithe workshop.

1
.

.

o Behavior Modeling - Technique in'which an audiotape or skit 4s used
to demostrate'the correct way to handle a situation. Train* then
practice what was modeled by participating in a role'play. (A truc-
tured feedback sheet maybe used to gin trainees feedback'on their

.interactions). -N

9
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For' more information on these methods andon,interactive methodsnot
discussed here (such as Self- assessment, role playing, behavior modeling,.
"fish-bowl," and writing activities), please refer to-- the resources section at

1the end of this paper.

STEP 9. CONDUCT A NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Q To achieve the best.results possible, tailor your 'workshop to meet the
specific needs and characteristics of each agency you train. You will need to

, conduct.a needs assessment before training to discover these needs and cmlque
traits. The needs assessment may be a written form filled out by
participating agencies'or it may be a list of questions you ask over the
phone. In either case, the purpose of the needs assessment is to give you

1'
infOrmation'about-the training situati h.you will be entering and the

. individuals involved. Use this knowledge base to plan the dagenda that wogs
best for your group.

. ,

,

A needs assessment should focus on five major concerns: Why, who, when,
where; .and what.

o Why. Determine why the agency or individual is interested in youl-
model. Are they interested in replicating your entire model, or just
certaift components? Do they want to know hon. to use the products
you have developed Perhaps they are looking at a number of models

'before making their decision.

o Who. Define the audience you will address. How many participalits
,will you have?. Will they be parents, professionals, administrators,
ancillary service personnel, paraprofessionals, or community .

members? Wpat is their professional and educational background?
What do they already know about your model?

When. .What are the dates and times of your workshop? How long .

should each day. laet? What break times and lunch hours will you
.establish?
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* Where. 'yherd will the workihop be located ?'. Wili
;

you have access
#
to

a .a large room with adult-sized taips and chairs arranged to your

specifications? DO the facilities meet all your audiovisual

equipment needs?

I What. Are there part filar subjects your ;participants would like

you to emphasize? Do hey have special problems or 'concerns tiey

would like you to help them address during the workshop?

Answering these questions during the planning, stages of your workshop

. will help you write an'agenda tailored to the needs of your group.

STEP 10.. DEVELOP AN AGENDA

11
With the completion Of your needsassessment, u are ready to draw up an

agenda. Although agendas will differ according to t needs of your training

groups, all workshop agendas should include these elements:

.

. .

o A schedule that indicates the star/ting, ending, lunch, and break times

for each day-of the workshop, Check your schedule with the host

program to determine their preferences and.the usual hours'of their

work" day.

Session topics, 1.0arning objectives; learning methods, and

approximate..sch%duling for each topic. This will give

participants an overview of the wqrkshop activities you have

panned.

Figure 1 on page 11 is a sample portion of an agenda containing 'these

elements. To spice up an agenda, you might build it around a theme which is used

thrOUghout the workshope_Thie'allows trainers to revitalize a workshop and to

devpe creative motivating strategies. For an example of this technique, see

Figure 2on pages .112 and 13.

With the completion of your workshop agenda,4dio important steps remain:

developing an opening and tlosing for your workshop and evaluating the

workshop training.

STEP 1., DEVELOP AN OPENING AND CLOSING

Bening the Workshop

Plan a dynamic opening that sets the tone for the rest of your

workshop. The opening shoOd:

* gain favorable attention fo'r the trainer and establish the

trainer's credibility

14
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Figure 1
Sample Portion of Agenda

Outreach Training Agenda'
Jefferson County Special Edlipation Service District

October 4-7, 1984

Trainers: Barb Wolfe and George Jesien

Monday, .October 4, 1984

8:30 -' 9:15 WORKSHOP.INTRODUCTION
Discussiqn of participapts' interests and concerns.

9:15 9:45 OVERVIEW: Screening, Diagnosis, and Educational
Assessment Slide Tape&

9:45 - 10:00 SCREENING I
State the correct definition and verbally express
the rationale for screening. State characteristics of
a'good screening tool. -.

10:00 - 10:15 BREAK

10:15 - 11:30.

11:30 - 12:00

12:00 1:00

1:00 1:15

1:15 - 2:15

2:15 - 2:30

2:30 3:30

SCREENING II
Review testing techniques and critique a videotape '4
of an educational screening being administered.

DIAGNOSIS
ChOose the correct definition of diagnosis and express
rationale for diagnosis.

LUNCH

EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT I
Choose the correct definition mod verbally express
the rationale for educational assessment.

EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT II
Receive information necessary to administer a curriculum
Checklist during a role play.

BREAK

EDUCATIONWASSESSMENT III
Develop guiddlinetifor deteimining if a child should be
referred for further evaluation based on assessment,
information and 'observation..

*Assignment: CarefulAy read and review the case study.
Formulate your ideas of the child's and family's
strengths and needs and how ydh will share this information
at a meeting.
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Figure 2

"Theme" Agenda

Trip Itinerary
Grand Junction, Wisconsin

Journey Dates: September 12-13, 1984
Conductors: Outreach Staff

Trip Schedule

t.

/ 0900 - 0945 hours Boarding and Departuje
Our(rtp will begin With objectives for the
workshop, expectations for passengers and

.

. I conductor, an ice breaker, and introduction to
-Travel .

0945 1000 hours Training...Overview - "The Orient Express"
We will take a brief journey on the ()Went .

Express" from which you will see -a brief history .

and an Overview of the I.S.P. process with a view
of how- training components fit together.

1000 -.1L00 hours Introduction to the Training:Guide Format .

....._

Our journey will continue with a sightseei- ng trip

through.the Training Guide. Ydu will see how it is
, organized, how it is intended to le used, and the

types of skills your staff can lelrn'as a' result of
its use. .

0 /
1100 - 1200 hours SafTle Actiyities froInVie TraininGuide

iWe will sid& track before our noon time whistle
stop to the rationale section of the Training.

Guide.

1200 - 1300 hours Whistle Stop for Lunch

1300 - 1600 hours

4.

Games and Learning Centers
We will continue down she track with a more
in -depth excursion through the Training Guide.
Passengers will participate in games and activities
designed to ptovide a look at the Guide's content
and format.

1600. Take a rest stop for the evening..

l'4/11/0j0115114"111111511111104 .04 *0
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)4ure 2 (continued)

Trip Schedule -.Day 2

0830 - 1000hours Adult Learning Principles
We will get back on the Training Techniques
track with a look 6%. the difference between adult
and child learning, some basic principles
of adult learning, and completion of a Training
Style Inventory.

1000 - 1200 hours Basic Training Technitiee
Our travels will take. .us to an overlook point where

1
we will get our first view of basic training
to hniques. The)itechniques we will see will help
pa sengers to do better presentations for their-
s ffs back home:

#

W istle Stop for lunch

Difficult Situations
We' can run out of steam when we encounter

uneeiiected situations.6'This portion of the ,trip
will give passengers strategies tor-dealing with
problems.

How to Guarantee Results After the\Session Is Over
Needs Assessment, evaluation, follow-up, and
several other strategies for ensuring positive
training results will be explored as we chug towasrd
our final destination..

1200 1300 hours.

1300 - 1430 hours

1430 1530 hours

1530 160Q hours

4

The finaLleg of our Journey :will be devoted to
devising a Back Home Plan. Ther4 willbe time for.
questions anpIanning. We will then disembark,
bid farewell and return to our home stations- to use
the information we learned on our journey.

MN NM MI III NM UN MI MI

.0311
Y

.2ilvAre.".
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put participants at ease

.° introduce and provide an overview of the workshop'

O establis445idelines for the sessions

0
urge.participants to consider the important WIIFM question
(What's In It For Me?).

To accomplish these tasks effectively, the opening of a workshop --
particularly a workshop scheduled for more than a single day -- usually
includes several activities.

14,

*I

Ice breaker. Th6 is any technique used to make sure that participants
get to know one another so they can function more effectively as
a group. Anext4llent source of 4deas for, ice breakeri is the
linaclupedia of Ice. Breakers (see resources section for more information
on this publication).

2. Agendaireview.. Discuss the agenda ih detail, particularly the
objectives and activities. Show how activities were planned to meet the
needs.of'this group (as determined by the needs assessment).

3. ParticiEant_goals. -Ask participants to state at least three goals they
wish to obtain through the workshop. This Help's them focus more fully on
their reasons for participating and provides more direction for thelLainer,
who must be flexible enough to incorporate these goals and/or to giv more
emphasis to topics of special interest.. (A review at the end of your Ati

workshop will determine whether participants feel their goals were met.)

4. Expectations. Prepare a list of ground rules or expectations for
participants and trainers. Poit the list forIuture reference.
(Before posting your ground rules, be sure the group agrees to follow them.)
A set of workshop ground rules might include:

PARTICIPANTS WILL:..

I. Ask questions.

2. Be on time.

3. Complete all written
assignments.

.4.,IAccept responsibility .for
their oWn learning.

*.

TRAINERS WILL:

1. Answer all questions to the best
of their ability or research the
answer and respond later.

2. Begin sessions on time.

- 3. Give feedback on assignments.

sP

4. Create an environment where learn
ing is possible-and where material
is readily eVailable and easily
understood.

.

5. Housekeeping. Disiuss housekeeping guidelines for, everyone's comfort:
coffee breaks, lunch hours, location of restroom facilities, coffee and
snack availability, smoking rules, etc..
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While you °may not. conduct opening a4ivities in this order, you will find
that taking the time to prepare and preSent a comprehensive opening will pay off
with a more effective workshop.

Closing the Workshop

Devote the final portion of your agenda to a closing
that reviews what has been covered, leaves participants on a positive note, and
increases the likelihood of on 7the- implementation, and provides evaluation
.for the workshop., Closing activities include:

-7-7
.

1. Personal action plans. This is one of the most widely used methods for
increasing the likelihood of on-the-job follow through.. At the end of-the
workshop (or, if time allows, at the end of the'each training day), trainees
.shourld.complete.an adtio!Lplamto identify in-specific',. measurable terms .

what'INWSbhavioc44iii-be applied on'the job. For example, "increase
pdeenefnvolvement".is vague and difficult to monitor; but "contact each
parent it least.every other week" can be measured -and therefore is more
likely to be attempted. These action plans may then be *red with others.
You may 'wish. to keep a copy of each trainee's action plan and mail this copy
to the participant as a three-month follow up. Or, use the a tion plan to
monitor progress (luting a later visit.

2. 'Resource access. Trainers need to leave participants with resources for
feedback and support: provide your phone number if you are neleded for
future problem solving; prepare audio cassettes of key informition for
trainees' use; or distribute a listb,of.reference materials that will
provide further information on workshop topics. Another valuable resource
is the group itself. Ask participants to exchange phone numbers or
addresses. You may wish to lake an active role in this ongoing support
network by creating a "chain" newsletter for swapping ideas,' sending
follow-up information on topics of tnk5pest, or making peri is.calip to ,

monitor,progress and provide support.

3. Recpgnition for_participstion. End the workshop on a positive dote by
'recognizing participation of the trainees. You may present attractive
certificates that list the.subject matter covered, the dates of attendance,' .

and names of the participants and trainers. You may wish to 'write a letter
to each of your trainees thanking them far their active involvement, and then
send a copy to their supervisors. Or you may arrange for Continuing

. Education Units to be awarded for workshop attendance.

STEP 12. EVALUATE THE WORKSHOP

4he final step to consider is your workshop evaluation. Evaluation is
critic because it providis the information,needed for modifying objectives
and activities to better meet the needs of participants in future workshops.

19
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The evaluation pfOcess can be divided into three parts: self- evaluation',

participant evaluation, an knowledge testing. All three are eacessary for

effective, comprehensive f edback.

Selt-Evaluation: This process of critiquing yoursep to determine your_
success and effectiveness should be done. soon after completion of the

workshop., In evaluatihg your performance) look not only'at aneaa for

improvement, but examine also the positive aspects of your performance.
Figure 3 on page 17 provides an example of a self-evaluation checklist.
After answering the questions, you will have a clearer picture of how
things went and, more importantly, how to prepare for the next session.

Participant Evaluation: Your trainees are a valuable' source of

constructive criticism. The evaluative information they provide can

helryou improve future workshops. Some duestions for obtaining
.

valuable feedback might include:
.

7- How useful were the workshop materials?

-- How well-defined were the learning objectives?

-- Wert the learning objectives accomplished?

r- How useful were the audiovisuali and other training aids?

-- How well-prepared and effective was the trainer?.

-- How effectively was time allocated?

A typical evaluation form is'shown in Figure 4 on pages 18-20. This form

is simple to complete, yet provides good feedback.

o Knowledge Testing: ou may wish to include formal testing as part of

your workshop.' The need for testing is determined on the basis of how
much written and verbal feedback you receive from your participants

during the training. If you decide not to use formal testing, you may
wish to have at least an informal summary and discussion session to tie

up loose ends and to determine whether or not learning objectives were

met,

One way to accomplish a lively and interesting comprehensive review is to

devise a gamerof Jeopardy based on material presented in the workshop. Divide

your group into teams that respond to questions in various training-related .41

categories. Team members may use their notes and handouts for reference, and

,prizes can be awarded for correct ;responses.

If,more formal testing is desired, you should keep several points in mind.

Knowledge evaluations, o tests, should:

o measure how well thik learning objectives were Met.

o be as objective as possible.

Lr

4,

20
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Figure 3

SeV-Evfluation Checklist*

Materiatl
o

1. Wes my material appropriate for the group?
2. Was it well organized?

. I make the objectives known?
4. Did I explain and emphasize main points?
5. Did I achieve my workshop objectives?
6. Were my visual aids effective?
7. Were my handouts adequate?
8. Did I surdmarizel? 0

9. Were the activities of value? ,

Presentation 1

1. Did I secure. the attention and interest
of the participants?

2. Did I give a coherent presentation?
3. Did I motivate the group.?
4. IDid I establish rapport with the group?
5. Did I' encourage everyones' participation?
6. Did I use simple understandable correct

language? .

7. Did I use-a variety of voice and tones? F 1 1 ! I

8. Were my gestures meaningful?
I I

i I

.9. Did I say "ah" or "er" or use words such
1 .1 1 4as "well- and now eccessively?
1-1 1 ' 110. Could I be heard and undi.rstood?

11. Did I stimulate discussion?
12. Did I use proper questioning techniques? Jii II
13. Did I make the best use of the time, available? , '

1 1

1

1

I

Ilk I

I

I I
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1 I
1

I I

I. 1 1

1

1 1

1 1 ,1

I I

I I

I I I

I ;

I

Post-Course

1. Were the training objectives achieved? To what degree? If not, why not? .1

2. Were the learner's expectations met? 'How do know?

3. What were some indi tors of changes in knowledgeskillsflot attitudes?

,)

4. What training wthods worked well? Which ones were notquccessful? Why?

5. Were the facilities and equipment satisfactory? How might they be improved?

6. What improvetents can be made in the materials?

7. What two things an Vimprove for next time?

*Soace: John S. Randall, muqjlklautauni1201.121LITEapit December, 1978,
page 31. Copyright c 1978, Tre411numIlRerelopment Journal, American Society
for Training and Development. Reprinted with permission. All rights reserved.

V
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Figure 4

"Training for Trainers" Workshop

'Final Evaluation.

18

Please rate the Training for Trainers workshop according to how well you felt
the Overall Workshop objectives were met.

, .

To become familiar wi
Training Guide

the content

To learn how to use the Training Guide
.

ta,conduct ydur awn workshops.

To learn effective training techaLques..

To practice nctrly-learkied skillq.

fr

No

A

N

YeR

No

No
To gain cohfidiriCe in- your 'ability to

train your_own.taff:
..

. '',:., eb-z.-. -: ,

,To receiiv* feedhack and encouragement.
.i.,. .- .

40
..:,,-

.

... ..-...,.:.... ..

p
.,.....,......,

No

To dpv 1lip;; $0,actlon plan for

back

0

; :

* ,

implementation
No

Yes

1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

22



:figure 4 (Continued) ,

Not
I cot as much out of this workshop as Y at all nefini e y
expected I would.

Not
I feel the information presented in this at all nefinitel
:workshop will help me -in my job.

I .1

41 .

I would'recommend that other educators
.attend this workshop,

What did you like best about this workshop?

Not
at all

1

1)efinitely

_1

If you were to begin the workshop all over again, how would yoi want it to be
different? Please make suggestions for improvement.

Additional Comments:

- Please date the'overall workshop as an educational experience.

excellent good fair moor

23



.Figure 4 (Continued)

Plqiase-rate. the traider(s) skills.

DID THE TRANER(S):

1. state clear :)bjectives?

if,

sufficiently answer the que.tions

you askid?.

3. demonst ate thorough knowledge and
undo anding of the subjects

discussed?

: P

High

High

High"

LOW

0.,

Q ;

4. of use audio-visual materials?

5. individualize to meet' your weeds?

4

6. speak clearl and to the point?

I

High

I

High
,

I

1

High ..

Ldti

7. .respect the experience and perceptions L_
of.the participants? .

High Low '-
. 4

.

8. maintain a allenging but comfortable

pocefoi learning? High Low-

9. give well-organited presentations?

10...enthusiasm assist your learning?

High

24
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Low

High Low
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be:administered 'before and after the workshop soresults are. more
Aiirestly related to program impact..

o help participants assimilate the information that was presented."

. _

provide results that $.11 -help improve the training program.

..,
A comprehensive evaluation will help you effectitrely review and matky your

workshop deSoign so-that each-subsequent Outreach training experience is more
effectAve'and relevant than its prgdecessors. Jach evaluation should be viewed as
a.souiCe for new information and ideas -6 be-tried in your next workshop.
. /

The hallmark of successful training is an ongoing responsiveness to. you];
trainees' needS-and thorough planning based on sound, data-based decision making:
We hope-the twelve-step outltine presented in thi4 paper will) guide you"as yoU-
collect, organize, and' present information that 11 useful to the widest possible
spectrum of model- progrAms and client agencies.

lir
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ADDIVIONAL ,RESOURCES

professional Or ani ations''

"American Society for.. Training and

Development (ASTD) ..

600. Maryland Avenue, 'S.M.
Suite 305

Washington, DC 20024.,

Training and Development iouraa
ASTD
.600 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
.Washington, D.C. 20024-

1110'

Craig, R,L. (Ed.),a. Training and Development Handbook (2nd ed.).
New York: McGraw-Hill, 19764,

Toastmasters International
2200 N. Grand Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 927j1

, .

Periodicals

Training Magazine,

731.Hen.nepin 'Avenue ..

Minneapolis, IN 5,5403

Publications

Davies, I.K. Insiuctiodal Technique. New York:, McGraw -Hill, 1981.

'Davies, L.N. Planning, Conducting and Evaluating.Worksh2ppa
.Learning-Concepts, 1874.

San Diego :

Foibes-Greede, S. The Encycloxedia of Icebreakers. San DiPito: Applied
Skills Press, 1980...

Goad, T. Delivering Effective Triining. San Diego: University Associat;Is,
Inc. 1982.

, ',
Gordon, T. Leadership Effestivene4Trailing. New York:. yydenz,Books 19

40-
Knowles, M. The Adult Learner:. A Neglected. Species .(2nd

Houston: Gulf,. 1978.

Newstrom, I.W. and Scannell, E.E. Games TraLners'Pliti. .3klea
McGraw Hill, 1980.

Traininland.Continuing Education - A-Habdbook for Health'Carii Institsitiont:

HoSpital Research and Education Truett, 840 N. Lake Shore nr.. -. ..:.

Chicago, IL 60611, 1970

4 26
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The TedhniCal Assistance Development System
A program of the Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center

:University of North Carolina at Chapel 'Hill
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